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Let E, V be n-, p-dimensional inner product spaces over the real field, let 
U( V, E) be the set of all linear maps of V into E, and let Y be a normal random 
vector in Z( V, E) with mean p=O and covariance Z, such that S, 0 S,( # {0)) 
is the image set, Im Z, of .Z,,, where Si, S2 are linear subspaces of E, V, 
respectively, and 0 is the outer product. Let { W,} be a family of self-adjoint 
operators in Y(E, E). Then (*): { Y’W, Y} is an independent family of Wishart 
random operators Y’W, Y with parameter (m,, Z, Ai), each mi > 0 and li = 0,” if and 
only if ImZ=S, and for any distinct i, jcI, ~,(W,~~+)C,(W,OZ+)~,= 
~,(W,~~‘+)~,,tr(~~(W,O~C))#0,andZ,(W,~~+)~,(W,O~+)~,=0. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for (*) is also obtained for the general case 
where no condition whatever is imposed on (p, Z,). This generalizes a recent result 
of Pavur who considered the case where Z is nonsingular and each Wi is 
nonnegative definite. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For clarity, we shall first introduce several definitions and notions. We 
shall use E, V, U to denote certain n-, p-, s-dimensional inner product 
spaces over the real field !R, use Y( V, E) to denote the vector space of all 
linear maps of V into E, and use M,xp to denote the set of all n x p 
matrices over the real field !R. Let Z be a nonempty finite set. Then $I’ will 
denote the linear space of all functions of Z into 93, equipped with the usual 
inner product ( , ): (f, g ) = xi0 ,f( i) g(i). For any f~ ‘S’, vet f is defined 
as the element (f(i))ci,l, E '93 Ix 11) Also, Y( V, E) will be equipped with the 
trace inner product ( , ): (T,, ‘T2) = tr(T, T;) for all T,, T2 E U( V, E), 
where T; is the adjoint of T2; the Cartesian product nf= r Hi of the 
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n,-dimensional inner product spaces Hi will be equipped with the inner 
product ( , ): ((xi), (y,))=CF=, (xi, yi) for all xi, yieHi, i= 1,2, . . . . k. 
When p= 1, MnXp will be denoted by 93”. For a linear map T of !Rp into 
‘%‘, T will be identified with its matrix representation with respect to the 
usual bases. For TE U( V, E), the kernel (b E I/: T(b) =0} of T will be 
denoted by ker T, and the image set {T(b): b E V} of T will be denoted by 
Im T. Thus for any matrix Xin M,,p, kerX= {bE!Hp: Xb=O} and ImX 
is the column space of X. For functionsf, g, we can speak off0 g, the com- 
posite of S and g, and write fg for fo g; if g is a random vector, we may 
write f(g) for f 0 g. For TE Y( V, E), T ~ will denote a generalized inverse 
of T, T + will denote the Moore-Penrose inverse of T, and r(T) will denote 
the rank of T, i.e., the dimension, dim Im T, of Im T. When TE Y(E,.E) is 
nonnegative definite (n.n.d.) and CI > 0, T” will denote the clth n.n.d. root 
of T, T pa will denote the c1 th n.n.d. root of T +, and To will denote T + T; 
thus To = T”T -‘= T-*T”. We shall use YV, Ju;, ~3’” to denote respectively 
the set of all self-adjoint, nonnegative definite, positive definite (p.d.) 
TE 9( V, V). For TE LZ’(E, E), r,(T) will denote the spectral radius of T, 
i.e., ro(T) = max{ (%I: A is an eigenvalue of T]. For any x E E, y E V, the 
outer product x q y is defined as the element in 9( V, E) such that 
(x 0 y)(z)= (Y, z>.x for all z E V. (1.1) 
If x E ‘33’ and YE !Rp, then with the usual bases for 93” and !Kp, x 0 y = 
XY’EMnxp. For any linear subspaces S,, S2 of E, V, respectively, S, 0 S, 
will denote the linear span of {x 0 y: XE S,, YE S2}. For any 
A E Z(E,, E,) and BE 2( Vi, V,), the Kronecker product A @ B is defined 
as the element in ~(~p( V,, E,), .2’( V,, E2)) such that 
(A@B)(C)= ACB’ for all CE~P(V,, E,), (1.2) 
where E, , E,, V,, VZ are finite dimensional inner product spaces over ‘$3. 
The space .Y(9(Vlr E,), 2’(V,, E2)) will be written as Sf(E,, E,)@ 
eY(V,, V,). If A=(~)EM,,~ and B= (bkl) E M,,,, then with the usual 
bases for MnXp and M,.,, A@ B= (agIl) = (aiibk,)(,i.k),,i,l)), where the 
(i, k)‘s and (j, 1)‘s can be ordered in any fixed way or are not ordered at all. 
For a linear subspace S of E, the orthogonal projection of E onto S is 
defined as PE 6p(E, E) with P2 = P, P’ = P, and Im P = S; this P will be 
denoted by P,. In this paper, P, will merely be used as a means to simplify 
certain expressions. Note that if TE 2’( V, E), then 
P Imr= T(T’T)- T’; (1.3) 
if further, T is n.n.d., then 
To = P,, T. (1.4) 
683/39/l-l I 
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Let Y be a normal random vector of a probability space (52, d, P) into 
z( V, E). We write Y- N(,u, C,) if p is the mean of Y and z, is the 
covariance of Y; i.e., 
and 
(x, C.(y)) =Cov(<x, y>, (YY Y)) for all x, y E y( I’, E). (1.8) 
Let CE 6p(& E) @ y( V, V) (e.g., C= C, or zv’). Note that for any 
x E 6p( V, E), C(x) is the value of the operator C at x; on the other hand, 
for any A E T(E, E) and BE T( I’, I’), C(A 0 B) is the product (composite) 
of C and A @B in the said order. 
For generalized inverses, see Kruskal [ 151 or Wong [30]; for random 
vectors in an inner product space, see Eaton [5]. 
In Theorem 2.3 below, we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition 
under which 
{Qi(Y)}ie, is an independent family of W(mi, C, &) 
random operators Qi( Y), (1.9) 
where FV,E~(E, E), YE~(I’, E), Qi(y)= y’Wiy, and lV(n, C, 1) is 
defined as the distribution of Z’Z with Z - N(p, ZE@ ,J?), Z, is the identity 
map on E, and J. = p’p. We shall call IV(n, C, 2) a Wishart distribution and 
denote IV(n, C, 0) by IV(n, C). Several remarks are given after Theorem 2.4, 
including certain conditions under which (1.9) holds. Our interest is more 
for the case where z, cannot be written in the form A@Z. In particular, 
Theorem 2.4 generalizes a recent nice result of Pavur [18], where p = 0, 
C is nonsingular, and W is n.n.d. Theorem 2.6 covers all -cases where C, 
is nonsingular or EC, is of the form A @z, with A E Jr/-, and ZE XV. For 
other special cases and related references, we refer the reader to Rao [20], 
Khatri [13], Anderson and Styan [2], Wong [28], and DeGunst [8]. 
We emphasize here that in addition to generality, our operator approach 
avoids many cumbersome notations and manipulations that involve 
matrices. 
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2. COCHRAN'S THEOREMS 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E, V be n-, p-dimensional inner product spaces over ‘3, 
let Y be a N(p, l5’,) random vector of a probability space (Sz, -01,9) 
into U(V, E), iE {I,2 ,..., l}, W,E~“, B;, Ci~9(V, E), Die3(V, V), 
y~y(V, E), Qi(y)= y’Wiy+BIy+ y’C,+D,, and Hi=OLP(V, V). Then 
the joint moment generating function, A4 = Mot r,, of the Qi( Y)‘s is given b-y 
where H is the inner product space nf=, H,, t = (t;)E H, tP = (t;+ t()/2, 
&=Z:/2( W,Q ty, cy, D*=~‘Wi~+Blc~+~‘ci+D;, Li=Biti+Citi+ 
2W,&, C=CI=,zi, D=(DF), andL=Ci=,L,, r,(z)<;. 
Proof Let Z be a random vector of (Sz, &, 9) into P’( V, E) such that 
Z- N(0, I), where I is the identity map on 9(E, E) 0 9( V, V). Let 
Y, = p + A’:/2 (Z). Then Y and Y, have the same distribution. So we may 
assume that Y = Y,, i.e., 
y = h(z) E p + q!‘(z), z E Y’( V, E), Y = h(Z). (2.1) 
Thus h is a function of 9( V, E) into U( V, E) and h(Z) (the composite of 
h and Z in the said order) is a function of Sz into 9( V, E). Similarly, Eyz 
is a function of 9( V, E) into d;p( V, E) and C?(Z) is a function of 52 into 
U(V, E). Let ie {1,2, . . . . I}, z~y(V, E), and Q:(z)=Q;(y). Then 
Q:(z) = (C?(z))’ Wi(Z:/*(z))+ (B; + p’W,)(C:Iz(z)) 
+ (Ct/z(z))’ ( WikC + C;) + 0: 
and, therefore, 
(ti, Q:(z)> =tr(tiQ,?z))= (z, zj(z)) + (z, Zy2(Li)) + (ti, D,?). 
Now 
(t, (Q;(Y))> = f: (ti, Q~(Y)> = i (ti, Q?(Z)> 
i= I ,=I 
= (z, C(z)) + (z, C:‘(L)) + (t, D). 
Thus 
= I exp{(t,D)+(z,~(z))+<z,~:/*(L)))flz)dz, 27 v. E) 
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where f is the standardized normal density function on y( V, E): 
f(z) = (2n)--P”/2 ,-<=.=x2, ZET(V, E). 
Through factorization, 
M(t) = II-22cI -1’2 e<““Q4”(&!2(L)), 
where U-N(0, (Z-2z))“2) and r,(C) < l/2. Hence 
M(t)=(Z-2~/~‘/2exp((t, D)+ (L, [J172(Z-2z)-‘z:/2] (L))/2). 1 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E, V be n-, p-dimensional inner product spaces over %, 
Y be a random vector of a probability space into 9( V, E) such that 
Y - N(,u, E,), and { Wi}i.E, be a family of W, in Sp,. Then ( Y’ Wi Y} is 
independent if and only iffor any distinct i, jE Z and any ti, t, E Y;, 
(a) ~,(Wj@ti)c.(Wj@tj)~r=O. 
(b) [cY(WiOti)CY(WjOt.i)](~)=O, and 
Cc) (I4 ( wi@ ti) cY( wjO tj)(PL)) =O’ 
Hence ( Y’ W, Y} is independent if and only if { Y’ Wi Yt is pairwise 
independent. 
Proof: Suppose that { Y’ Wi Y} is independent. Let i, je Z with i # j and 
let ti, tj E &. Then tr( Y’W, Yt,), tr( Y’ W, Yt,) are independent. But 
tr( Y’ Wi Ytj) = ( Y, Wi Yti) = ( Y, (Wig tj)( Y)). (2.2 1 
Let {ei>l=,, {f;>,“=l b e orthonormal bases for E, V, respectively. Then 
{ei 0 &I, ((ei 0 ki,)O (f;. q &I> are orthonormal bases for 6p( V, E), 
9(E, E) 0 U( V, V), respectively. By (2.2), 
where 
tr( Y’ Wi Yt,) = (vec[ Y])’ A,(vec[ Y]), (2.3) 
A,=[Wj@ti]=[Wi]@[ti] (2.4) 
and the [ I’s are matrix representations with respect to the above bases, see 
Wong [29, 301. Now 
=[I YIN Nvecbl, CCul). (2.5) 
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So by Theorem 4s of Searle [24, p. 711, 
(a’) [cYICWjOfi][CYl[WjOtjl[C~l=o~ 
(b’) C~Y][~iOtil[~~]Y1CjO~jl(vec[~l)=0, and 
(C’) (vec[pl, [wi@til c.Cwjotjl(vecC111)>=0. 
Since [ I’s and vet preserve the underlying additions, multiplications, 
scalar multiplications, and inner products, (a), (b), and (c) follow. 
We shall now assume that (a), (b), and (c) hold. We may assume that 
Z= (1, 2, . . . . I}. Recall that { Y’IV, Y} is independent if and only if 
M,,.,(t) = fl:= 1 IM~,(~,(~~) for t = (ti) in N,, where IV,, is a neighborhood 
ofOinH=~~=,HiandeachHi=~(V, V).SobeTheorem2.1, {Y’IViY} 
is independent if 
(i) IZ-2J5fz, zjl =nf=, )Z-2L’il and 
(ii) (L, (JY‘:/2(1--2C)-l Cy2)(L)) 
= Xi= 1 (L;, @:/2(Z- 2zi)-’ g!Q(L;)). 
By (a), Ei,Ej= 0 for all distinct i, Jo Z. So (i) follows. For the same reasons, 
(Z-2C)p’=n~=, (Z-2JJj)-‘. Since Lj=2Wi~ti=2(WiOti)(~), for (ii), 
it sufftces to show that with 
A, E (( Wi@ ti)(p), [C2/2(Z-2C)-1 E:/‘( wjOtj)](P)>, 
A,=0 for i# j, and 
A,= (/,I,, [( ?Vi@ t;) z:/2(ZG2zi)-’ C:/‘( WiO ti)](p)), 
Since ziCj = 0 for i # j, 
(1-2.x-‘= h (z-2zi)-‘= fI f (2CJk 
i=l i=l k=O 
i=l k=l 
Since each Ci = C:/‘( WiO ti) C:/2, by (b), 
C:/‘( WjOtj) (/l) 1 > 
(WiO tJ c:/” f (2zj)kLq!y Wj@ tj) (p) 1 > . k=l (2.6) 
By (b), for distinct i, j 
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So by (c), A, =0 for i# j. Now by (2.6) 
dii= (p, [( Wi@ fi) C:/2(1-2C,))’ Z:/‘( wio ti)](p)). \ 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zn Theorem 2.2, suppose that p =O. Then { Y’W, Y} 
is independent if and only if for any distinct i, jE I, z,( Wi@ ti) 
,X,(Wj@tj)C.=O for all ti, t,Eyv. Hence if p=O and C,=A@C for 
some A E ME and z E -4’” with C # 0, then { Y’ W, Y} is independent if and 
only if A W,A W,A = 0 for all distinct i, j E I. 
We shall begin our version of Cochran’s theorem by assuming that I 
in Theorem 2.2 is a singleton. By Theorem 2.1, the moment generating 
function (mgf), M, of a W(m, C, A) distribution is given by 
M(t) = )I- 2z’+z’/‘l -42 
xexp{ (t, 2) +2(& tC”2(Z-22C1’2t~1i2)-1 Cl/*t)}, 
tEY14, r,(t:“2t~1/2) < $. (2.7) 
For convenience, we use (2.7) to extend the W(m, Z, A) distribution so that 
the case m = 0 is included. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let E, V be n-, p-dimensional inner product spaces over !R, 
let Y be a random vector of a probability space into 9( V, E) such that 
Y - N(p, C y), let WE 9, with p’ Wp E Jury, C E J$$ with r # 0, y E -4p( V, E), 
Q(y) = y’ Wy, and let m E (0, 1,2, . ..}. Then Q( Y) - W(m, C, I) if and only 
iffor any t iz 9$, 
(a) tr(Cy( W@ t) Cy2)“ = m tr(Z1’2tZ1’2)k, k = 1, 2, . . . . and for t in a 
neighborhood N, of 9,. 
(b) (p, [(WO t),@*(Z-2zly/*(WO t)zy2)-l Cy2(W0 t)](p)) = 
(A, t,P2(1- 2C’l%PP 1 Pt). 
Moreover, if Q( Y) - W(m, C, A), then 
(c) A=,a’Wp and 
(d) m= tr(Z,( W@c+))/r(C). 
Proof By Theorem 2.1, the mgf of Q(Y) is given by 
M~,.~(t)=11-2~:/2(WOt)C:/2~~1~2exp{(t,~’W~) 
+ 2(/4 [(W@ t) Z:i2(I- 2Z:/2( wg t) ,q!y 
ewwwl(PL))), t E Yv, r,(Z:/2( W@ t)Cv*) < i. (2.8) 
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So by (2.7) and (2.8), Q(Y) w  W(m, 2, A) if and only if for all t E ,4py in a 
neighborhood N, of 0, 
(a’) II- 2L+;-:/*( W@ t) C:/*l = II- 2C1’2tC1’21m, 
and (b) and (c) hold. But by analytic continuation, (a’) amounts to 
(a”) IZ-Z’,12(WQt)C:/21 = IZ-P@~“*t~“*I, tEL$, 
where P is an idempotent in 9(E, E) of rank m. Replacing t by t/c with 
nonzero c E %, we can conclude that (a”) amounts to “C y( WQ t) L’F’ 
and PO (C1’*tC1’*) have the same characteristic polynomial”; i.e., 
(a”‘) Ct/‘( W@ t) C:/ and PO (C1’*tC1’*) have the same spectrum 
{ lj >,“= 1 . Since 
tr(P@ (C1’2tC1’2))k = tr(Pk@ (C1’2tZ1’2)k) = tr(P) tr(C1’2tC1’2)k 
= m tr(C1’2tC”2)k, 
(a”‘) amounts to (a). By letting t = L’+, (d) follows. 1 
There is no difficulty to obtain the above result for the Qi( Y)‘s in 
Theorem 2.1. However, our primary interest here is Cochran’s theorem. 
Through the translation y, = y - p, y E y( V, E), we may restrict ourselves 
to the case where ,D = 0. For this case, we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.3.1. In Theorem 2.3, suppose that ,a = 0 and P E 9(E, E) 
with P* = P. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Q(Y) - Wm, 2). 
(b) II- C:/‘( W@ t)zy/ = IZ-L”‘*tzl’*lm, t E 9$, 
(c) II- C:/‘( WQ t)q*l = [Z-P@ (zl’*tz”*)(, t EY”, 
(d) Cy( W@ t) L’:/2 and P@ (Z’1i2tC1/2) are similar, t E YV, 
(e) tr(Ey( W@ t)z;-:/*)& = m tr(J51’2tC1’2)k, k = 1, 2, . . . . t E Sp,. 
The involvement of t in Theorem 2.3 is caused by the reality that C, is 
not assumed to have the form A @ ,E with A E NE. 
COROLLARY 2.3.2. In Theorem 2.3, suppose that C, = A Q L5 for some 
A E NE. Then Q( Y) w  W(m, C, 1) for some (m, 2) if and only if 
(a) AWAWA=AWA and 
(b) ,u’WAWAW~=$WAW~=/L’W/L 
Moreover, if Q( Y) N W(m, C, A), then m = r(A W) and II = p’ Wp. 
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The above result is essentially the corresponding result of DeGunst [8]. 
But we are more interested in the much more general case where Z, need 
not take the above form L’, = A @ C. Combining Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, we 
obtain the following version of Cochran’s theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let E, V be n-, p-dimensional inner product spaces over 93, 
let Y be a random vector of a probability space into 3( V, E) such that 
Y- N(u, C.), let iEZ, W,E Sp, with n’Wiu E Mr, CE J$ with E#O, 
y~y(V, E), Qi(y)= y’Wiy, and let miE (0, 1, 2, . ..}. Then {et(Y)} is an 
independent family of W(m,, C, ni) random operators tf and only tf for any 
distinct i, j E Z and ti E ,4pv, 
(a) tr(L’,( Wi@ tj))k = mi tr(Zt$ for all k = 1, 2, . . . . 
(b) (~3 C(WiQti)(Z-~c.(WiQti))-’ ~~(wi@ti)l(PL)) 
= (A, ti(z-Cti)y Bi), 
tc) rY( wjO ti)zY( wjO tj)cY=o, 
(d) C~~(WiQ ti) z,CWjO tj)l(PL)=O, and 
(e) (I4 C(wioti)~.(wjotj)l(~L))=O. 
Moreover, if each Qi( Y) - W(m,, C, Ai), then each mi= tr(L’:,( WiO,X’+))/ 
r(z) and Ai = ,u’ W,p. 
COROLLARY 2.4.1. In Theorem 2.4, suppose that u = 0. Then { Qi( Y) } is 
an independent family of W(mi, C) random operators tf and only if for any 
distinct i, jE Z and any ti E .!3$, 
(a) tr(C,( Wi@ ti))“ = mi tr(Zti)k for all k = 1, 2, . . . and 
(b) C,( W;O ti)X,( W,O ti)z,=O. 
Four remarks are in order: 
Remark 1. C”2tZ1’2 and Zt have the same characteristic polynomial 
and therefore the same spectrum; but they may not be similar. All such 
examples were provided by Wong [28]. For illustration, let us take 
C = (A 8) and t = (‘j A). Then C1’2tZ1’2 = 0 but Zt = (z A). For this reason, 
while it may be easier to verify conditions involving Ct than C1%5’1J2, in 
developing theory, it is often more convenient to work with Z1’2tC1’2. 
Remark 2. Recall that the involvement of t in Theorem 2.4 is caused by 
the fact that L’, may not be of form A 0 z: 
COROLLARY 2.4.2. In Theorem 2.4, suppose that .J?, = A 0 C for some 
AEJ$. Then {Qi(Y)} is an independent family of Wishart random 
operators tf and only tf for any distinct i, j E Z, 
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(a) AWjAWiA=AW,A, 
(b) p’WiAWiAWip=p’WiAWip=p’Wip 
(c) AW,AW,A=O, 
(d) AWiAWjp=O, and 
(e) p’ W,A W,p = 0. 
Moreover, if (a)-(e) hold, then each Qi( Y) N W(tr(A W,), C, $W,,u). 
In the above corollary, the condition “p’W+ E .A$ for all in Z” holds 
automatically and, thus, can be dropped from the assumptions. Also, when 
dim I/= 1, Corollary 2.4.2 is reduced to the chi-square version of Cochran’s 
theorem obtained in the sixties. 
Remark 3. Let X = {Ai} T=, , Y= (pj}$‘, i be the spectrum of A, BE 
6p( V, V) respectively (X(j) = 1, Y(j) = pj). Suppose that { 1, 2, . . . . p} is 
equipped with the equally likely probability model P, i.e., for any subset C 
of (172, ..‘, P>, P(C)= ( number of elements in C)/p. Then A, B have the 
same spectrum if and only if X, Y have the same distribution, i.e., X, Y 
have the same moment generating function (which exists because X, Y 
take at most p values). Hence A, B have the same spectrum if and only if 
for any k E (1, 2, . ..}. E(Xk) = E( Y“), i.e., tr(A“) = tr(Bk). This motivates 
Theorem 2.4(a) and shows that (a) holds if tr(C,( W@ t))k = m tr(Zt)k for 
all k = 1, 2, . . . . np. 
Remark 4. Our main interest centers around the case where C, is not 
of the form A OZ. Along this direction, Corollary 2.4.1 generalize the 
results of Pavur [ 181 who assumes that p = 0, C is p.d., and W is n.n.d. We 
shall instead assume that p = 0, Z,, Z are n.n.d. and W is self-adjoint; but 
in order to locate Z, we assume that Im zly = S, 0 Sz for some linear 
subspaces Si, S2 of E, V, respectively. This S, is the place that C lies: 
Im C = S,. To avoid the nuisance of treating W(m, Z) with m = 0, we shall 
assume m > 0. We shall use the notion of inclusion maps: For any subset 
H of a given set K, the inclusive map of H into K, denoted by i,,, or iH, 
is defined by 
i,(x)=x, XE H. (2.9) 
Suppose that E,, E, are n,-, n,-dimensional inner product spaces over 9?. 
Recall that for any TE 5?( E, , E2), the adjoint T’ E Z(E,, E, ) is defined by 
<T’(Y), x> = (Y, T(x)), XEE~, yeE2. (2.10) 
LEMMA 2.1. Let E, V be n-, p-dimensional inner product spaces over ‘%, 
let S, T be linear subspaces of E, V, respectively, and let is, i, be the 
inclusion maps of S, T into E, V, respectively. Then 
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(a) isE 9(S, E) and ik= P, as functions. Hence isi;= Ps as 
operators in 9(E, E). 
(b) Let LESO T and L,=isLi,. Then (i) P,L=L=LP,, 
(ii) L = i,L,i;, and (iii) L, +=i>L+i,. Hence if dimS=dim T=r(L), 
then L, is nonsingular and L; = i’,L+is. 
Proof We shall merely prove (b) (iii): Let B= i$L+is. Then 
L,B=i~Li,i;L+i,=i~LP,L+is=i&LL+i,. 
Since LL+ is self-adjoint, so is L,B. Similarly, BL, = i>L+LiT and BL, 
is self-adjoint. Now 
L,BL, = (ikLi,)(i$L+Li,) = iiLPTL+Li, 
=i[FLL+Li,=ikLiT= L,. 
Similarly, BL, B = B. Hence B = L,+ . 1 
THEOREM 2.5. Let E, V be n-, p-dimensional inner product spaces over 93; 
let Y be a random vector of a probability space (Q, d, P) into 9( V, E) such 
that Y - N(0, Z,) and for some linear subspaces S, , S2 of E, V, respectively, 
ImZ:,=S, 0 Sz#(O}; let WEE’,‘,, yeJZ(V, E), and Q(y)= y’Wy. Then 
Q(Y) has a W(m, .Z) distribution for some positive integer m tf and only tf 
(a) C.(WOC+)C.(WO~+)Cy=~y(WOC+)Cy, 
(b) S, = Im C, and 
(c) tr(Z,(WO~+))#O. 
Moreover, if Q(Y) - W(m, Z), then 
(d) m= tr(C,( W@,Z+))/r(C). 
Proof: Since Y N N(0, C.), YE Im C, with probability 1. So we may 
assume that for any w  E 52, Y(o) E Im Z,. Suppose that Q(Y) N W(m, C). 
Then by Theorem 2.3, for any t E 9$,, 
tr(.E:/2( W) @ t) C:/2)k = m tr(C’/*tZ’/*), k = 1, 2, . . . . (2.11) 
Let t=L’+. Then from (2.11), 
tr(.Ey*( W@C+) Z:/2)k=mr(Z), k = 1, 2, . . . . 
so z:“( w@c+)q!* is an idempotent; hence (a) follows. Note that 
~oy=pl,z,=ps,us~=ps,ops~. (2.12) 
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so 
and therefore by (2.11), 
m tr(~1’2tC”Z) = m tr(C”*(P,,fPS2)~“‘). 
Since m >O, tr(Et) = tr(P,JP,t), i.e., (z, t) = (P&P,, t). Since C, 
Ps,21Psz are self-adjoint, C = P,CP,. In particular, 
ImEcImP,,=S,. (2.13) 
Now let t=Z-L”. Then by (2.11), C:/2(W@(Z-C”))C:/2=0 and there- 
fore F$(WO(Z-CO))CO,=O, i.e., 
(Ps, WP,,) 0 (P,(I- co) PSJ = 0. (2.14) 
By Theorem 2.3, 
O<mr(C)=tr(C,(W@C+))=tr(~,~O,(W@C+)CO,) 
= WW(ps, W&JO &p,,N). 
So P,, WP,, #O. Thus by (2.14), P,,(Z-~")Ps,=O, i.e., Psz= P,,,.T"Ps2. 
By (2.13), Ps2CoPs2=Co. So P,,=C’ and therefore S,= Im C, proving 
(b). By Theorem 2.3, m = tr(,E’:,( W@C+))/r(L); hence (c) follows. Since 
Im C,= S, 0 S,. SO (d) follows from (2.11) with t = z+. (In fact, one can 
also use this argument to obtain (b) and (c).) 
Conversely, suppose that (a)-(c) hold. Consider the inclusion maps I, 
and I2 of S, and S2 into E and V, respectively: 
Z,(x)=x, XES,, Z,(z)=z, ZES,. (2.15) 
Let 
Z(0) = z; Y(w)Z*, WESZ. (2.16) 
Then each Y(o) E S, 0 S, and Z(o) = (I; 0 Z;)(Y(o)), o E a. So 
Z N N(0, C,) with 
~,=(GoI;)~.(z,oz*). (2.17) 
Note that I, @Z, is a linear map of 9(S,, S,) into U( V, E) and by 
Lemma 2.1, 
(~,oz2Pz(z;oI;)=z.. (2.18) 
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Hence Y(Z~) = r(C,) and z, is nonsingular. By (a), 
coy(w@c+)zy( w@c+)co,=co,( wgc+)co,. (2.19) 
By (2.12) and Lemma 2.1, CO,= (Z, OZ,)(Z, OZ,)‘. So by (2.19), 
(z,oz,)‘(wo~+)c,(wo~+)(z,oz,)=(z,oz,)’(wo~+)(z,oz*). 
(2.20) 
Let 
w, =z; WI,, z* = z;cz,. (2.21) 
Then W, E Ys, and C, E A’&. Since S2 = Im C, by Lemma 2.1; C, is non- 
singular and 
‘r,‘=z;Z’z,, c=z,z,z;. (2.22) 
By (2.17), (2.20), and (2.22) 
(w*@c,‘)c,(w*&z,‘)= W*@C,‘. (2.23) 
Now, consider the inclusion map I, of Im W, into Si: 
Z*(x) = x, xEIm W,. (2.24) 
Let 
Z*(o) = Z’,Z(QJ), 0 E Q. (2.25) 
Then Z, = (Zi 0 Z,,)(Z) - N(0, C,J with 
G* = cz:, 0 Z.&AZ* OZS,). (2.26) 
Let 
w,,=I; w,z,. (2.27) 
Then by Lemma 2.1, W,, is nonsingular and 
w,: =I!+ w,+z,. (2.28) 
By Lemma 2.1, W, = W, P,, w, = W,Z,Z:. So by (2.23), 
((w*z*)o~,‘)c,,((I; W*)O~,‘)= W*@u,‘. (2.29) 
By multiplying I:, @ I, from the left and multiplying I, @Z,, from the 
right, we obtain from (2.29) that 
(w**o~,‘t~,*(w**oc,‘)= WHOOP,‘. 
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Thus C,* = W;k 0 C,. Let 
z ** = WI/= z ** *’ (2.30) 
Then Z,, - WI zza,) with Cz,, = 4, w. 0 C,. By definition, Zl,, Z.+, - 
Wr(W,), z,). So Z,Z;,Z,,Z; - Wr(W,), ZJ*I;). BY W’J), 
Z2C*Iz=C. So it suffices to show that Y’WY=Z2Z’,,Z,,Z;. By (2.30), 
(2.27), (2.25), (2.21), (2.16), (2.15), and Lemma2.1, 
z2z;,z;=z2z; w,,z,z;=z2z’z,I;z12 
= z, Z’P,, w* w, P,, w* ZT; = 12 Z’ w*zz; 
= I, z; Y’Z, z; WI, z; rz2z; 
= Ps2 YIPS, WP,, WP,, YP, = Y’ WY. 1 
EXAMPLE 1. In Theorem 2.5, let 
+-i g, w$ i :-;I, 
and Y - N(0, A 0 C). Then A is singular and W is symmetric but not n.n.d. 
It is easy to verify that the conditions of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied and so 
Y’WY - W(m, C) with m = 2. 
We now arrive at our second version of Cochran’s theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let E, V be n-, p-dimensional inner product spaces over 93, 
let Y be a random vector of a probability space into 5?( V, E) such that 
Y - N(0, C y) and for some linear subspaces S1, S, of E, V, respectively, 
ImC,=S, 0 S,# {0}, let ieZ, Wi~9& y~5’(V, E), Qi(y)= y’W,y, and 
ZEJ~/; with ,?T#O. Then {Qi(Y)}j,, is an independent family of W(m;, C) 
random operators for some mi E { 1,2, . . . > if and only if for any distinct 
i, j E Z, 
(a) c,( WiOc+)C*( Wj@c+)C,=Cy( Wj@z+)C,f 
(b) S, = ImE, 
(c) tr(C,( WiOC+)) #O, and 
(d) Z,( Wi@z+) C,( Wj@z+)Cy=O. 
Moreover, if { Qi( Y)} is an independent family of W(mi, LJ random 
operators, then 
(e) mi= tr(E,( W,@c+))/r(c). 
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Proof: Suppose that { Qi( Y)} is an independent family of W(mi, C) 
random operators Qi( Y). By Theorem 2.5, (a) and (b) follow, and each 
m, = tr(C,( W,@ L’+))/r(L’). By Corollary 2.4.1, 
zy(w,Qti)cy(wjQtj)cy=o, (2.31) 
Let ti=tj=Z+. Then (c) follows from (2.31). Conversely, suppose that 
(a)-(c) hold. Then by Theorem 2.5, {Q,(Y)} is a family of W(mi, C) 
random operators Qi( Y). By Theorem 2.2, we need only to prove that 
{Qi( Y)} is pairwise independent. Let i, j be distinct elements in I. By (c) 
and the notations in the proof of Theorem 2.5, we obtain 
(wj*Qw,(w,*Q~)=o (2.32) 
in the same way as we obtain (2.29). It can be proved that each Wi, is 
n.n.d. Let Zi= W!!*Z. Then Zi= (W:L*@Z)(Z) and so by (2.32), 
Cov(z,,zj)=(wf~2Qz)~,(W;~2Qz)=0. 
Since Zi, Zj are jointly normal, Zi, Zj and therefore di - 12ZjZiZ;, Aj E 
Z2ZjlZjZ; are independent. By Lemma 2.1, Ai=Qi(Y), Aj=Qj(Y). So 
Qi( Y) and Q,(Y) are independent. 1 
COROLLARY 2.6.1. In Theorem 2.6, let C ,, = A @ C # 0. Then (Qi( Y)) is 
an independent family of W(mi, L’) random operators Qi( Y) if and only ifSor 
any distinct i, je Z, 
(a) A W,A W,A = A W,A and 
(b) AW;AW,A=O. 
ProoJ: Since C,= AOC, Im Ey= S, q S, with S, = Im A and 
S, = Im C. The desired result follows from Theorem 2.6 and some modifica- 
tion for the case where some mi or tr(z,( Wi@C+))=O, noting that 
tr(C,( Wi@z+)) = tr(A1’2WiA1’2)r(L’). 1 
COROLLARY 2.6.2. In Theorem 2.6 suppose that C, is nonsingular. Then 
(Q,(Y)> is an independent family of W(mi, C) random operators Qi( Y) 17 
and only iffor any distinct i, jeZ, 
(a) (Wi@C+)E,(Wi@L’+)= WiQC+ and 
(b) (W@,E+)C,(W,@C+)=O. 
We note that if (a) and (b) above hold, then mi = r( W,), JI --I exists, and 
each Wi is n.n.d. So (a), (b) can be written as 
(a’) (Wi@Z,)C,(Wj@Z,)= W,@C and 
(b’) (WiOz~)~~(WjQz~)=O* 
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To prove Corollary 2.6.2 one simply notes that Im C,= E 0 V. So 
Corollary 2.6.2 follows from Theorem 2.5 with some trivial modifications 
for the case where rn = 0. Our proof relates Qi( Y) directly to the definition 
of LV(m, C) and needs no knowledge of chi-squared distributions. 
So far we have concentrated on deriving necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions under which the statement (1.9) holds. But in practice, mostly, it is 
the sufficient condition that is used in statistical inference, and often, one 
can afford an easily checkable sufficient condition that is not necessary. We 
shall give some results in this direction. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let E, V be n-, p-dimensional inner product spaces 
over ‘93, let Y be a random vector of a probability space into 3( V, E) such 
that Y - N(0, C ,,), let WE 9, such that 
C,(W@I)=P@C (2.33) 
for some PE 2(E, E) and .JCE .A$ with C # 0. Then Y’WY has a W(m, C) 
distribution if and only if P3 = P2. 
Proof For brevity, we shall merely prove the only if part. By 
Corollary 2.4.1, 
tr(C,( W@ t))k = m tr(zt)“, k = 1, 2, . . . . t E y;. (2.34) 
BY G-L 
tr(z,( W@ t))k = tr(C.( W@Z)(Z@ t))k = tr((P@C)(Z@ t))k 
= tr(P@ (,?lt))k = tr(P”) tr(Ct)k. 
Since L’#O, we obtain from (2.34) that 
tr( P”) = m, k = 1, 2, . . . . (2.35) 
So all eigenvalues of P must be either 0 or 1. By using matrix representa- 
tions, we may assume that P, WG M, x *, C E M, x p, where W is symmetric 
and E is n.n.d. Now by (2.35), 
P=Q,diag(J,,J,,...,J,)Q,‘, (2.36) 
where Q,EM,,,., each Jordan block Ji of P is of the form J= AZ+ N,, 
IE {O, lj, N,= (01, and 
0 1 0 ... 0 0 
N,= for 122. 
0 0 0 ... 0 1 
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Since LY is n.n.d., 
C = Q2 d&d&, 4, . . . . $1 Qb (2.37) 
for some p x p orthogonal matrix Q2 and for some II, > A, 2 .. . > A, > 0. 
By (2.33), (2.36), and (2.37), 
~.(wo~+)=(Q,oQ*)C(Q1oQ2)-‘, (2.38) 
where C = diag( J, , J,, . . . . J,) 0 (S,pj) and pj = 1 for j = 1, 2, . . . . r(z); pj = 0 
for j > r(X), where 6;s are the Kronecker symbols. Recall that A @B and 
B 0 A have similar matrix representations. So 
C is similar to D, (2.39) 
where D -diag(pi, . . . . ~~)@diag(J,, J2, . . . . J,v). Now 
D = diag(pi diag(J,, . . . . J,), ~1~ diag(J,, . . . . J,), . . . . Z+ diag(J,, . . . . J,)). 
Since C # 0, A, > 0, and p, = 1. By Proposition 2.4 of Wong [28], each 
Jordan block of L’.(W@z+) is a~% or (8 A)EM,.,. So by (2.38), the 
Jls must be 0, 1, or (x A). Therefore by (2.36), P3 = P’. 1 
We shall now construct examples for which C, in Theorem 2.4 is not of 
the form A 0 C and C Y is n.n.d. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let E, V be n-, p-dimensional inner product spaces 
over ‘3, Y be a random vector of a probability space into 9( V, E) such that 
Y N N( 0, 2 y) and 
for some A E A$, z E A$, A4 E 9(E, E), and HE 3(E, E) @ 3’( V, V). Let 
Wi E YE, i E I. Suppose that for all distinct i, j E Z, 
(a) AWiAWi=AWi, 
(b) W,M=O, and 
(c) W,A wj = 0. 
Then ( Y’ Wi Y} is an independent family of W(mi, C) random operators 
Y’ Wi Y with m, = tr(A Wi). 
The above result follows from Theorem 2.4. 
EXAMPLE 2. In the numerator and denominator of the Wilks’ A-test 
statistic used in a multivariate factorial experiment, n x n matrices 
W,, W,, . . . . W, are found with the following properties: Cf=, Wi= 
Z, - J,,/n, where each entry of J,, is 1, and for all distinct i, j= 1, 2, . . . . k, 
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Wf = Wi, and Wi Wj = 0. Let k’ d k. For robust studies of certain tests, we 
ask the following question: other than the standard model N(0, Z,@C), 
with what kind of model Y N N(0, z,), is { Y’ Wi Y}fl 1 an independent 
family of W(mi, C) random matrices ? Let us suppose that A = CfL I W,, 
M = I- A and Y- N(0, C,), where z, is of the form in Proposition 2.2. 
Then (ah(c) of Proposition 2.2 hold for an arbitrary choice of H, and by 
Proposition 2.2, { Y’Wi Y} is an independent family of W(r( W,), C) 
random matrices Y’ Wi Y. Note that ,X ;’ does not exist if we take H = 0. 
(This example was discussed in Pavur [18].) 
Examples were given above to explain why we assume in Theorem 2.4, 
Theorem 2.6, and Proposition 2.2-our versions of Cochran’s theorems, 
that (i) each Wi is symmetric rather than nonnegative definite and/or (ii) 
z need not be positive definite; i.e., 2 and 2, may be singular. There are 
more reasons and examples for our assuming (i) and (ii). Let us first look, 
briefly, at the long history of developing various versions of Cochran’s 
theorem. 
For the univariate case, the first important contribution was attributed 
to Cochran [4]. His Theorem II requires that each Wi be symmetric but 
need not be nonnegative definite. Ogasawra and Takahashi [17] extended 
Cochran’s theorem to include the case where C, is singular. Since then, 
various Cochran’s theorems were obtained by Rao [19], Khatri [lO-121, 
Good [6,7], Chipman and Rao [3], Rayner and Livingstone [21], 
Shanbhag [22,23], Styan [25], Nagase and Banerjee [16], Tan [26], 
Anderson and Styan [2] and Wong [28]. All of these authors dealt with 
the situation where each Wi is symmetric and/or 2, can be singular. In 
fact, the general univariate version of Cochran’s theorem is more or less 
covered in Section 7, Chapter 2 of Searle [24], where z, may be singular 
and each Wi is symmetric rather than nonnegative definite. 
Khatri [9, lo] extended Cochran’s theorem from the univariate case to 
the multivariate case, where he again assumes that each Wi is symmetric 
rather than nonnegative definite. His papers [12-141 dealt with the case 
where 2 may be singular. The result by DeGunst [S], as quoted above, 
also does not require that ,X be nonsingular. In fact, the assumptions in 
Pavur [ 183 that z is positive definite and each Wi is nonnegative definite 
are not common; the proof of Pavur does require these conditions, and 
for that very reason, is relatively short. Nevertheless, his contribution is 
important in that zy is no longer required to be of the form A Oz. 
Aside from historical reasons, there is also the practical need: In 
applying Cochran’s theorems to regression, design of experiments and 
analysis of variance in univariate and multivariate linear models, even if the 
underlying Wis are nonnegative definite, it may not be easy to verify. Then 
why not save the checking by using a version of Cochran’s theorem that 
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merely requires the IVis to be symmetric, a property that is readily visible ! 
Perhaps, it is not an over statement that the significance of Cochran’s 
theorem is its success in confirming the independence and distributions of 
Y’IVj Y’s (chi-squared in the univariate case and Wishart in the multi- 
variate case) through a set of easily checkable algebraic conditions. 
The need for not assuming that 2 is nonsingular can also come as a 
result of practical constraints or as a result of an analysis of principal com- 
ponents. Consequently, there are an abundance of practical linear models 
X in 9( V, E) with a C, that could be singular; some of them were given 
in Example 2. For more examples, suppose that X has a mean structure 
S, 0 S2 and a covariance structure {A @ C: C E g} (i.e., C, = A @ C for 
some C E V and p E pLx E S, 0 S,), where S, and S2 are linear subspaces of 
E, V, respectively, %? c NV, all z in 5%’ share the same image set H, S, I H, 
and r,-r(AS:)2r(H). Then with Y=X-p, Y-iV(O,r,). Based on the 
desired statistical properties rather than the least squares or maximum 
likelihood principles, inference of this multivariate linear model will be 
included in a forthcoming paper of Wong, Masaro, and Wang [ 311. The 
conditions imposed above are natural, e.g., let f(x) = x’(P,;AP,;)+ .x/r*, 
x E U( V, E). Then .we can prove that Im c(X) = Im ,X with probability 1, 
where C,= A 02. Thus Im 2 is observable and one naturally chooses a 
model X such that H is equal to the observed Im c(x). Among others, 
theory of the linear model X involves orthogonal projections and 
Moore-Penrose inverses such as J?’ and c+. For brievity, suppose that 
E= W’, V= !Rp, z, = I,, 0 C, ( , ) is the usual inner product, and 
S={ZB:BeM,.,), where ZEM,,.~ is known and r(Z)=q. Then 
S, = Im Z and S2 = !Bp. If C, is nonsingular, then C -’ exists and our 
approach yields the standard results obtained from the maximum 
likelihood approach; see Anderson [ 11. If ,X ~ ’ does not exist, then for a 
lack of a probability density function with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
on Mnxp, the usual maximum likelihood approach is no longer applicable 
without an appropriate modification. Let us test Ho: T’,u =0 versus 
H,: T’p#O, where TEM,~,. Let K= Z’T. Then Ho can be rewritten as 
K’B = 0. Modifying the Lawley-Hotelling criterion, we can use the results 
of this paper to obtain a test of size c1 with {xEM,.~: tr[Q(x) T+(x)] > 
wrw,~,,r,(a) > its region of rejection, where Q(x) = (K’&x))’ 
(K’(Z’Z)-’ Kp-s (K’&x)), i?= (Z’Z)-’ Z’, r, = r(K), r2 = n -r(Z), and 
W r(ZJ,r,,rZ(~) is the lOO(1 - CI) percentile of tr[Q(X) f+(X)], assuming that 
Ho holds. Suppose that in reality r(C) < p, but one chooses, by mistake, a 
model X with a nonsingular covariance. Then one will use w,,.,.,,(tl) 
instead of w  r(ZJ,,,,rz(~) as the critical value for rejecting Ho. The same 
modification and comment may apply to the test with {x E M,, p: 
I~bMQ(x) + f’( )I x > c > as its region of rejection and to other test criteria 
based on the spectrum of Q(x)f(x))‘. 
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Now with the above linear model X- N(ZB, Z,, @L’), let Ti E M,,,, 
K,!=TjZ, i=l,2 ,..., k, XEM,~~ and Qi(x) = (K$(x))’ (K;(Z’Z)-’ Ki)- 
(K:&x)). Then there exists a unique symmetric matrix Wie M,,. such 
that Qi(x)=x’Wix for all XE&Z,.~. Suppose that the parameters KIB are 
orthogonal, i.e., K;(Z’Z)-’ K, = 0 for all distinct i, j. Then Wf = Wi and 
W, Wj= 0 for all distinct i, j. Moreover, let W,, , = Z, - Z(Z’Z)-’ Z’, 
.YEMnx. and Qk+l(x)=x’Wk+lx. Then ~~f(x)=Q~+~(x), Wz+,= 
W k+,,and W,W,+,=Oforalli=l,2 ,..., k. For estimating the parameters 
KIB, the Q;s can be obtained through the least squares method without 
referring to the distribution of the model X. One then wonders, other than 
the standard N(0, Z, @L’)-model, for what kind of N(0, X,)-model the 
standard tests are still valid. Suppose that L’, is of the form in Proposi- 
tion 2.2 with A =x:2, Wi and W,M= 0 for all i= 1, 2, . . . . k+ 1. Then by 
Proposition 2.2, (X’W,X} is an independent family of W(mi, C) random 
matrices X’W,X with mi = Y( Wi). Consequently, the standard tests based 
on the X’ W, X’s remain valid. If Ckfr’ Y( Wi) = n, then A = Z,, M = 0, and 
X is the standard model N(0, Z, @ L’) in Anderson [l]. If c:J,’ r( W,) < n, 
then there are many nonzero choices for M and H. The above discussion 
can be expanded., Instead of elaborating further, we refer the reader to 
Wong, Masaro, and Wang [31] for a general presentation. 
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